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In .printing, the transter of the ink from plate to 
,!' 
stock at the moment of impression is the most important phase of the 
process. The .amount of the ink transferred to the stock from a film 
, of lmm-m thiclmess on the plate depends on the press characte~lstics, · · 
F 
"" in.eluding the printing speed and pressure., the composition and 
rheological P.roperties of the ink and the properties of the stock, 
particularly its surf ace smeothness and porous structure. Since 
the quantity of ink which remains on the stock after printing has 
a considerable influence on ~the print quality, much work has been 
done to predict the transfer of ink quantitatively. 
Early work in the field of ink transfer was~ -.~r a 
qualitative nature ( 11 2, 3, ) and was restricted to gaining an 
understanding of the process. The first quantitative expression for 
the transfer of ink to paper was obtained by Beclanan and Sears in 
1952 (4). ~.~e workers represented the amount of ink transferre\~ 
~1 >,_ 
.. 
, as the sum of two terms I the amount absorbed ins~ntaneously plus.· 
.,? 
one-half of the ink remaining on the printing plateo The equation 
• .I}., • -y 
can be used only lii th complete ink coverage of the stock so that the 
-..~-::_~ 
'...: .. 
the first term. The same authors later presented a treatment (S) 
. which allowed the determination of ··ihe exact point of .full ink · · 
coverage thus taldng into account the region of low ink film thick-
nesses. Tne second term in the Beckman-Sears equation suffers from 
. 
' . ': ..... ,./., ... ,.,., ;; .. ·- .: ·-;. ' 
the assumption that, after the initial absorption of ink in the stock··~ ... , .. 
\\ . 
-········------~ . 
.. . . :,, . - . 
• \.T-
-
\. __ __.,.. 
0 .. 
. ,. 
- r~-·,._, "°""\."'. . 
. -. 
-~~ - 2· - ' 
~. . 
' 
~s completad., exactly SO% ot the remainder splits to_ the s·tock. 
This asswnption undoubtedly ·derives from the t-1ork done on ~he splitting _ · · 
. . 
/ 
· _ ol 0-lrns _be"b1een non~absorbent surfac~s but subsequent expe·riments -- (6l. 
. ·' 
-- . have shot-Jn that the amount of ink which splits ·toward fthe paper may 
dif'£er. appreciablj'./f rom 50%. , ·,: · · · 
. ..., 
. ,:; .. , . 
~ . ·--, 
A treatment whi.ch overcomes the above difficulties 
() 
was presented by Walker and Fetsko ( 6). In its simplified Jversion, 
. . 
which is applicabl~eyond the point of full. ink coverage on the 
'-
a tock, these workers• equation the following forms 
. .,. a b + r (x - b) 
where y • quantity of ink transferred to the stock 
. ' /. .-. - \ 
x • quantity- or ink initially on the plate -
-
b • Q'1antity of ink instantaneously immo.bilized by .the 
stock (constant) · 
f :a fraction of the remaining ink which splits to the stock ~ I 
when plate and stock separate 1 
' 
'ibis simple algebraic exp~ssion may be expanded- by means of experi-
mental terms to account· for the discontinuous prints obtained at law .. 
~. 
.,- , 
. . . 
·1nk film thiclmesses. One of the exponential terms introduces a 
third parWneter, ffkl', which is related to the printing s~ootl1ness 
....... _ .... 
.. 
81- means of ·this .concept of transfer, a given set 
V 
~ ... ;;:-~ 
of press ·oond1_t1ons, ink and stock Q~ be (!h~-~~t~r1'7.~rl "n tert?'.S c! 
_the three parameters "b", "f" and 11k11 • The value of "b'' is found 
(~17) to b~ p:ri.ncipally influenced by the stock, nru by the ink and 
•k• is. a measure of the stock smoothness, -as mentioned above. ';('h.us, . 
'•"•,.•·•·• ... • ""'•'"'""" 
-' 
'·..- ···.·'"- - -.. . 
- - - - - ~- --- -- ----------- --~ --
"' . -· . . . . . . . 
.,,r 
.. , .. , 
'. 
----·.--···---".. . . 




-- 3 - • ) .... ~~.¥ ••• , ·,-~ 
-
a relationship can be established beuraen the ftn~l print quality • ~ I 
/' 
.the tran~ter p~~tera. 
• • I>. 
In previous work on newsprint-newsink •pnnta~ili tr•, 
with Which this study is essential;J.y concerned, se'VIJr&l. a.ttem.pts have 
" -' ,~, ... --· 
been made at 001,arela.ting numerous.~ inc.ij.vidual phy-sical properties of the 
paper Md ink toiith the properties of the resulting prints ·(8, 2, 9, 10). 
Bees.use of the extremely complex nature ot ~oth printing ink and paper, 
these correlations are rarely: meaningful. On the other ·handD transfer · 
" parameters, such as those mentioned above, characterize a stock~ press-
ink system rather than the p:ropartiea of the components. Beolanan and 
Sears (4,5) applied their transfer 0Apression to newsprint-newsink 
.. systems under controlled printing conditions, but the assumptions made 
by those authora in deriving the equation are considered untenable 
in the light of later work (6). Othe~ workers in this field (11) tail 
to separate the phenoniena of absorption and ink splitting in printing 
newsprint. 
In the present work an attempt is made to apply' the 
NPIRI equation (6) to newsprint~newaink systems under controlled print~ 
ing conditions on a proof presse ·A detailed st~ ia made of the transl!!!! 
"-- -A~Pic=-o!.--,,,'""l J..-'1-JI-- ,,f._tA C0"0 1·de·rat.;on t~e ~Aolo~ 0./:' t'l.,.e ~ni,,a -··. . . . . . . . . . -..... .1.c .a. ,!--'CJ. 0,:::.:c1 v;.1. o ~a.r...:.,11;; , ~1 .· v . _ .... '"~- ........... ~ . . . . "~ .. .a. 1,J.~ . , _ .. 5v· .... + _ . -~u "'"''Wt.H-~ " , - · . .......................... •:o,.••···-·t,t~· ···~· •• ,,, ~' ....... , . <. - • 
• Print quality is considered in relation to the transfer parameters 
' 
and ref'le~tance measuremen~. Througheu t the work the inhomogeneity _. *" 
,, 
and absorbency of newsprint is taken into · ·account. 
"· 
•. - .•.: 
·~· 
, ..... ,.,.,,,.,, ........ .. 
-. 
• I • •. • 'I • •• ·.~ • 
. • . ;.. .. 
-··--·') 
' ' ·~,v. . )- .. 
: •·''.: 
. -~ 
, ... ~,-, .. ·-· "'""·····""''"' ' 1 __ ) . 








' l r-:-=-- . 
Three rolls of newsprint_ were ·selected tor, this 
study by the .ANPA Reseal'9h -I~litute on the basiS of their Laroque 
. ' ' 
l 
teat values (l3). The rolls were designat.ed A, B and C in the -order 
V 
. \ 
of de.creasing quali tyi however, measured according to the Laroque test, 
.,-<!'~,,____;{' s 
... ·~ .- . '\.. 
the order was O, A!) Bo (See belm1 for desc.rip-tion· of· the Laroque test). / 
'!be di.i:f'erence betc1een ~olls B and C spanned.a_lrnost the entire rang~ at 
printing quality encountered c:ommercially, while the difference between 
rolls A and B was slight-o · · 
The sampling scheme for a single roll wu as 
f'ollows. .The first 1ncih of ·the roll, whirJh measures 40 inc_hes in 
diameter with a 30 inch web~!71dth was diacardedo Beginning at this 
~- . 
point of the wab1 1000 s trl.ps. measu.rlng :.:i inches in the ma.chi110 
direc~on were cut ,ll:!.::-;:t~oss the entire i·rid·tr1 of the webo The next position· 
of the roll t·1as retained by ANPA £or further testing. On reaching a 
diameter of 6 - 8 in.ches, another batch of 1000 strips 11 inches wide 
..---•~ cut from the same roll. In the case of roll B, only 300 sheets· eacn 
were secured at the two locations. 
Each 11 x JO inch strip was divided· intQ· .. !O.UI" .. · 
·- ~, 
11. x 7t inch panels t1hich rre~ subsequently printed :tn the machine 
.. 
, directiono In o1~ei~ to make the variations in .the stock amenable . 
•'>;".· • 
. -- -- .• - -=-----.;;_:;::.--..... 
to a.'lalysis, t,he following location variables were adopted in the 
. ·' newsprints 
~ . 
..... 
r..-,-.• ~ , .. 
' . ". 
;.. .. •. 
~. -







sites viz. 1 
., . _\· ""' '"·. 
l. Roll 
- If' -·~ 7 
2. Radial location in roll 
3. LctJation across web 
-4. Side of stock- ie. wire or felt sige 
. '' "':.... ~. ·' "\ , 
r 
( 
The samples from each roll ware divided into four 
1. !.OE of the sample stack taken be.foreANPA u~e 
' 2. Bottom of t:he s~nple stack taken before ANPA use 
_..- 9CliP 
-
J. To:e of the sample stack ·tqkAn after A:NPA use 
--= 
~ 4. Bottom,.~of· th~ sample stac-:k t~ken after ANPA use 
.·~, The irord HTop" in ea-~h .~,a.;;e implies the more remote 
locations from the aenter of the r,1:.I .• 
The key to the r1ewsprint sample code used throughout 
"' 
• ,,, ·--·· J 
this study is given ·belal\rs 
. 
~Lat letter - -roll identification 
2nd letter - before (b) or after {A) ANPA use 
3rd letter - top ( T) or bottom {b) of sample stack 
4th letter - £el t ( F) o~ wire (W) side of· the sheet 
For exampleg ABTF designates a sample obtained from 
roll A, before ANPA use., from the top .of the stack and with the felt 
.-... ,· ~ • ,. • ,,I a • I • • 
...... 
side to be printed upon. 
Consi~er!ng the two sides of the _paper,. this 
,.._ ... 
- --~ • • ,~ ·;;, ¥ ... -_. -
•• - ,. ' 
scheme produced eight samples per roll. · Eaeh sample· contained 2S 
panels wr1ieh were completely randomized (14). Sixteen of these sheets 





















.•• -"J.· ~.: 
.·• ·- - 6 ~ . -
transfer curves ~or the eight samples from each roll were determined . 
in random order to preverit time or sequential dependence. 
, 
In order to ~ze the. effect of change~ in the 
r -- . - . . 
' 
. ink .on exp~ure o~ the· press rollers, the press ~as was~ed up and re• 
' .. 
• _t inked every·· 8 prints ie ~- af-ter running one--half of · a set or -samples.· 
'\ . ,. .. 
.. 
--;-·-"-7----;;-----r:-·---- ·--·----·---····::... ::. - . -,-- ~-· --· ----
. ' 
,... . 
, , . ~ . 
rhzsical Proe::rties of the .Newsprint Sampl.es 
Prior to making the ink transfer measurements 
described herein., certain physical tests l1ere performed on the news-=-
pr!nt at the ARPA Research Institute in Easton, Pa •• A partial list 





.. ...,.,,. .... ~ •" , .. ,,,,.>, , .• ,•••~-,"""I. " 1-
·o-. -· 
' I! 
Roll SmoothnesS* Poros:tty Ca."l ip~f Laroque Val11e 
Wire Side1 W:i.re Side x OoOOl~ ~l.,1 ·-~ Fe:Lt .... J-. ..,, 
.. c.:.1 % Po Qo cm.3 min ... cm3 mn. 
' 
- - ... --
-
B· 110.4 ;·3·008 2.,9 65.2 ' c::,,c.aca 
"', .. 
A 109.7 100.9 3.03 68.4 
---
, C 133.0 73.S 74.6 ----- ----
. 
-






• • > 
* Obt-ained ~,on a Bendsten·-~-air-leak instPU.Inento . The test area, both 
.. 
.. ~- .- _.,_ 
·- . smoOtluiess- ,B.J.'1.d porosity measur-ements, is a circle 0£ 106 cmo radius. 
Hotesa 1. All tl1e above data are averages of sets of ten individual 
readingso . 
2. All measurements made ·at 7l.S°F. and 45% R. H. 
•.. _ . ., .. : ............. ,.:;, ... ·r···········;·.: 
·~ 
- . ---- -·. --· - ·-. 





--- --··-·---- -_________:,,- -- .. - --- . 
' .. ·.·. - - ·· .. -"' . - . -. :._ 











••. , ..• , .•. _ .•. , .• _,_._. __ ... ...i_ ... _ 
........ ,. 
. Notewor~hy is· the large difference· .:in porosity 
-~'x'' 
•··· ,-. ,-. r, 1, 
......_.....__~~---"-~----between_roll _B_and' the other two rolls •.. The higher porosity val~ 
. for roll B was confirmed by t__he visual observation of a relatively 
t ..! ·'· . -- ·-
' _... ' .. 
,... 
{ 
-lal'ge number of pin holes in th'at stock •. 
.,, .. 
The other respect in.which the three rolls differ 
' . ' 
... 
1 . 
noticeably is the Laroque test (13). This test measures a quantity 
lmown as the "Per Cent Printing Quality•• which is de fined as 
% P. :Q • ... 100 - R print x 100 R paper 
where R print .. re fiectance of the print 
., /: 
R paper = reflectance of _the paper on which the print is made. 
ihe prints are prepared under standard conditions on a proof press 
( 2 gm./ m2 of ink on the impression plate, 90 p.l.i. printing 
pressure) o A Hunter or Densichron refiectometer is used to obtain 
:refiectance data. 
,, 
Composi tio11; and Properties of the Newsinks 
Three netisinks 1Jt1ere used in the present study. '!he 
designations of the inks were ANPA F-43 and 1532. These codes are 
used throughout the text. The measured properties of the inks are · 
. '--~ 
-:,.: . -.-,~···"' 
StDmriarized in Table IIe .... 
......... ~ ...... It.. . ~ -
"' ... ~ .. 
..-..,; .. •·· • • '"•••·•" .... a •• ,-:· .. - - -
·------·-·--·----------~-----r--------··- . --·---·· --·· 
The rheological properties were determined · w1 tb a 
Sun Viscometer using a procedure established by the NPIRI rheology-
group (16). '!he measurements were made at 25.o + 0.2°0 using spring 11 •. 
- . _ .. ~ 
· All the three inks consisted of carbon black . L 
( channel black) dispersed in mineral oil vehicles of different 
,· 






' ~ .... -, 
.• 
... ' ;,·, 





1, ~ .. · - 8. 
. ' 
" 
'viscosities • The mineral oils were dis~tilletes from Mid-Westem 
. ' 
amideg v1lii.:~h usually have a high ruiphtl1enic content. · 
. · In order to examine the vehicles, the pigments 
-" 
were separa-ted from, the oils in a Servall cent1~ifuge at -"16,000 ''rpm. ,· 
t . ' 
•"1··~ ...... 
All the t~ree vehicles produced strong fluorescence in u.vo light 
indicating the presence of unsaturated linkages and possibly aroma.tic 
,c 
, . 
compounds. The oils were further examined by means· of two dimensional 
chromophotography. Chro1na tog rams we re prepared with both the pure 
vehicles and their solutton<! in cyclohexane (in an atmosphere or 
cyclohexane) o The ANPA vehicle was fotmd to be a one component system 
but both vehicle 15·32 and F-43 contained at least two components ·one of 
which was very viscous; The· viscou.~ product was probably a residue from 
the de-asphalting or the petrolewn .fractions in ti's distillation of the 
" 





Properties of the Newsinks 
Pigme11t Density - Plastic Yield 
Content,9 gm/ cm-s · Viscosity Value ,So 
!=~eight %1 ~t 20°0 poise at dynes/cm-3 
So/u 
sec.-1 
at 2~ 0 0 
-I ~25ec at 2~°C 




T .. 2929 newsitlk 
12.65 
G.H. Me?Til Co 11.0 
(Divo Sun Chem) 
o.972 
o.987 
4.6. ·349.0 76.S 
·., 
/ 
8.8 ·· Sl.S 
·, 1532 
1532~165-l ink 11.0 0.991 12.0 480.0 40.-0 
Sun Chem., Corpe 
. ote8 - Designations a resp. 



















.., .. -~· •......• ···-· 
. - 9 - . . ' ; .. , . ., 
.' I 
Ink Transf'er Measarementa 
. ,.:... A Vander<;ook 114 p~oof. press, ~th the necessary,~ 
\ 
.. , 
accessories, was used to produce tl1e prints· for the transfer measure-
\ 
ments in this- study. This equipment and its operation are des·erlbed 
in (15). The conditions during printing are tabulateQ in Table III. 
TABLE III 
__ Printing Condi tiona 
Laboratory temperature 
.. 





Ink fi:m · thir.:kneas 
on plate 
73 v 1°F 
-
,o + 2% .. 
-
60 + 5 p.1.1. 
-
230 - 250 r.p.m. 
Magnesium,. solid face, 
letterpress 
. . 
15.0 x 802 cm. 
Made from 16 gage metal 
2· - 38 microns 
.. , ... 
The relatively low viscosity of ,the nelffl1..llk.$ 






on the press. This difficulty was overcome by- using a split vibrator. 
- ............ 
One half was covered with a viscous polyisobutylene while the other 
' "' . 
. half distrib~ted the 1nJt.· 
·t . 
.. 
Anothe:t· experlmer1tal d~ftieulty arising irom the 
fluidity of newsink was tl1e --~slopove:r" of ink outside the printing 
. 
area of the plate at high ink film thiclmesses. As a result, the 
.. 
.. 
le. fc ~ • - C)l,, 
!. --- !: • 
... 
.;.,.J..'• 
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stock did not contqct the entire ink surface and the recorded values 
. of the total ink transferred to the papa-~ were slightly lower than the 
• 
~ ~ . . 
time values. The magnitude of the error remained undetermined; but 
_ .qualitatively it was .estimated to ~e +ow and constant for a g~ven ink. 
., .. 
'·, 
· __ , When printi.rig sheets "from , rolls A and B -with ink 
.. 
c=., ,,/-;:fj)J • 
.. 
.films in··excess of 22 micron.l~ ·on the plate 9 ctstrike, through" was 
. 
'''! observe_do (Strike through is said to occur when ink penetrates t.o the 
-paper surface on tt1e side away from the impression plate.) Since it 
was impossible to ascertain the exact moment at which the ink reached 
the far side of the sheet, the magnitude of the error caused by .this 
-phenomenon could not be. determined. However, the penetration took 
place through the pinholes in the sto.ck which accounts for a minor 
portion of the total are~ of tl1e surface. 
. ' 
The transfer data were ob-tained gravimetricallr, 
a~cording to the well established method (15). In the initi~l work 
with the ANPA ink and rolls A and B, the range of ink film _thic~ess 
on the .IJlate (x) was approximately .3-24 microns for the larger part of 
# _,.. this study. For reasons mentioned abo·ve, each newsprint sample was 
divided into two sets of 8 sheets each, the press being washed up and 
--- .... 
.Q c. ., .,. • • .. • • , · • • • •• J' ·1· • :• ,. · •. • t :•' • • • " ~ to • • • "' 
obtained with the ti:o sets i-1ere treated as homogeneous data thus, 
-yielding"~' 16 transfer points for each newsprint . sample printed 'w:tth ~ 
given ink. 
lbe lower practical limit ( lpl)' was recorded in 
[!' 
each sequence of 8 prlnts. The lpl is the minimum ink film thickness 
';J" 
. . ., 
."! 
_-\ 
,..· . -· 
·'1 




- -- y -. ::ai;.c;:.i.a.¢ --~-"-_-_ -
:,.:.',. ... 
.... 





-- on the plate required to produce a continuous solid· print ·on the stock. 
T!1.~se -values were noted visuallyo The lpl has fundamental significance 
_in st~~ies, 1-(h~re _:t,h~ NP.IPJ t:rar1sfer csnoept- is -used,-· ·siii'c~e= it"denotes · · 
. " 
the lowest· value 11x 0 at v1hicl1 the simple algebraic fom of the equation 
can be used. In the present work, however, the value- of --~x" was · de-
orea.sed by J-5 mic:~ons fer s1J.c;ees'.!:v,3 prints so that the lpl values \ a.fforrled orily est.imatea of· tht=: pr·i.nt of ixdtial discontinuity of the 
solido 
Reflecta.~ce Measurements . ..,, 
• r 
.. Tn~ ~ne1:t,anoe · of the prints, relative to the 
substrate~ was mea;~·u..""t,d w'ith a We1c~h ~ensicr1_ron. Befiectomete.r equipped 
w"ith a large light. spot a.'1d a. green filter. The print was placed upon 
a smooth.Cl white .:,arrara glass plate a.t1d the instrument adjusted to_ a 
full scale deflection en the unpnnted portion of the sheeto Several -
;Jr'"' • 
·readirigs viere then ta.ken 011 the print and the average relative refiec-
tance obtained. The use of_ a black carrara pla~ produced a negligible 
change in the reflectance readingso Only the last four .prints in each 
set of eight were measured sir1ce the first four showed negligible 
changes in rafl~ctance. -
. ....... 
.... ~ ,.,. . ...; ... ·: ........... . 
.... .......... .. 
--
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mA'lMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL BFSUL1S . . . 
. I~ Trans.fer Data - -~--: . 
.. -
-1~- Visual curves · -~ · · ~:. 
--, ' 
• .. 
· Al-1 the transfer. results ~ere initially rep~sented 
' 
-graphicaJ.ly by the twn curves basic to this i10:rlto L,. the first r• 
a 
type, the ink film thiolmess on the plate (x) was plotted against 
the ,.ink film thickness en the paper (y). Using the NPIBI trans-
fer equation applioable to continous solid printsa 
y DI b + f(x ~ b) 
or ., • b(l - ·r ) + rx (1) 
The transfer parameters "b" and •rn were calculated from the ··, 
linear upper po·rtion of the ·curve as in Figure 1. The straight 
line t1as estimated visually in each case and the parameters. 
thus obtained are- deno~d. by the· subscript ·nv1.sual:" or •v• ~· 
sha.--n. Th.is type. of curve will be referred to as the •x-y plot•. 
In the second type of curve., illustrated in Figure, 2, 
x vers.us the percentage of the ink transferred to the paper on' 
', 
,'7' p~ting is plotted. Plots of this kind' 1411 be referred to 
........ 
............ ......... _ , .... _ ...... ..,,...,. ,,,. .. _ c. ........ 
--- ....... ~--~-- ~ ............ ........... .... ~--
. . ~ . ·_. . . 2 .a ti ... . . . . . . - ' -- t ~ ;. ;::;: &;;I. - - - • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• .,.. ........... ., •• 
.. • ·.: • • .... • • ... _ •· -~· ~-!' •·• • .. • • • • .. • • • • · ..uiaar ffl6raa-sion Om.,ves 
. -
:~. 






.- . -~; -· 
In o:r-der to ellminate the effect of human .judgement· 
-· 
and ~~ce_rti~~ t.lie degree of scatter 0£ th.a point.a alO!'.g the 
linear portion of t.1-ie x-y plots, a regression analysis lras made 
.on several sets of experimental results. The details of the 
._,._ .. i 
.,., 
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analysis are given in Append~ x A. 
.. 
,. 
:! v:;-;. • ,,.., ·-~- ., ... ,.,,,.,._." 
·-- ....... ~.- ....... ,, .'"''·f,,,<J·t>?'""; 
-··~ ... ····--········ ..... --~ •.. ··---·--
• 
Table IV · shpws. the •regres-sion~ tr~sfer paratne~rs ~ 1 
,_ , .11,, 
·. and the pert.tneni~sta:tis'tical \ionstan~,. for a few ·s~ples. \\J·'' -• ,l;J 
,· ·' -
' •. '. 
' -
~omparison between the visual and regression lines for a set-
•' 
with a relatively large scatter is depicted in Figure 3. 
Th.e third transfer parameter, 11·k•,:,· .. is·"·related to the 
Lk 
· printing smoothness of t'11e stock :and can be calcul.a-ied from the 
complete NPIRI transfer equation if 8b 11 and •t" are lmown1· 
(f) 
To find the value of •k• for a given set of ink trans• 
fer data, equation (2) was solved for each point (x,y) 1U1til the ' .. _.,,._.... . 
,~.., : L 
. ~ 
experimentaJ. fun·cti_ons e 'S reached negligible vall.18s. At this 
.~point the expression reverts to aqua tion (l). The average o·f the 
individual "k" values was taken as thB 11k• par~eter represen.:. 
tati~ of. the hewsprint0 newsink: combination. under ·consideration. 
The calculations were initially carried out on a desk 
calculator but the process 't-!as so time consuming that a digital 
descrlbed below. 
' Mathematioal.ly9 1k• is the modulus of distribution o·f the 
ink transfer curve. When this parameter is knm-m., the curve of 
best f'it can··be constrticted ·tor a set of experimental transfer 
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Begression AnalY§iS · Constant,s 
________ ._.,..c._ • - - - • - ·-· --· • 
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Slope ( f) ia9 visual 0.52,- . 0~$60 ·. 0.510. .o. 739 .. ·:1- .''•-'..T 
'· 
' 
regression 0.,26 o.s2s o.5-36 0.726 -
./l 
Standard de~ation of slope 0.010 0.038 0.029 0.015. { . t 
~-
.;r:- '. 








.•.: ..... Standard deviation of 
,_. intercept ""' 0,184 0.108 0.,17 0.253 
> .. ;_: 
". ,, 
.. , .. 
b - visual 6~32. ,.45 6.33 4.60 .. 
-
regression 6.233 6.S33 S.887 s.21.2 ., 
" . 
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• I ' •• 
...... -
~ used to obtain •1c•o The large deviation or the calculated 
cu1.,,e. fr-om the experimental points 'i~ evident. 
tation ___ of th~ ~~tRI Transfer E uation to New• rintr 
- -
----- __________ _, ___ -~ - ..... ,------- . -
ews .. -~< . Sys terns 
The algebraic transfer equation ,Cl) may only be 
used at values of t(xt? above which the _experimental terms of ·the. 
complete equati.on ( 2) become· negligibly small. This c·ondi tion 
.,. ::-i.j•"/•,'i)'" 
.... , ... 
/ 
applies vhen the print is continuous and the value of "x" is 
~uch greater than the value of "b". If this is the case., the 
·1l - -
parameters "b" and "f" derived from the x~y plot t-Yill yield a 
•k• value which, in turn., will produce a transfer curve whose 
deviation from the experimental points is negligible. 
The large deviation of the calculated curve in Figure 
4,' suggested that the calc:ulated value of "k" was"'"iiot-··repl.'@aen ... 
tative of the s~tem- BATF ... ANPA ink and probably that equa-
. '-···· . 
ti.on (1) was not obeyed in this case. A quantitative measure 
.. 
of the deviation was obtained by swnming. the algebraic devia= 
tions of the indi vidaul e~rimental points from the calculated 
points. This Slllll was denoted as 
The subscript ·1ndicat.es 
i;.. 
6 ~z)-(x 
, \ - V 
\..1 
_..> "" • • • .. - ~ • ' • 
. 
-t.fiat tfie •vts~,_11 pa.rametel'II had been 
used. The indi vua.l var.La tions were·· caloual ted in· a direction 
\ -:( parallel to tne l aldft. <) ThG suirw of ~v=iatiow are pure -· · ·.-
x ,, . \ 
numbers since l ib diillSnsionleSs, ang. ~ on the Same scale X 
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In add;J tion to the · deviation displayed in Figure 4, 
.whioh was common to many of the systems investigateds contin-
~:::''(l' .., ~ 
uous cufflture was observed in several x-i, plots ~ in. ~gure s~ 
{' ' . 
This finding suggested again, that even at the highest values 
J 
of •x•• used exper.bn~ntallys the val.ue of the true parameter· 
........ , •... · .. 1,, 
. . •b" was not small compared with nxn. 
In the light of those observation., the values of the 
......... ·1 \ •Jb 
experimental Y3 rm.a e ~lex and e X ~tfere re~examined in the 
range of 6x11 corresponding to the Ulinear10 por"tiona of the x-y 
plots (see Appendix B) o 'I-t was £ou.nd , in most cases, that the 
·~x 
value of the term e 'b ~mained significant throughout the exua 
perJ.mental range of •x•o This conclusion invalidates the major 
. 
assumption .permitting the.· use of· the NPIRI trans fer equation 
y III b + f( X .u b) 
to obta~n the parameters "b" and Dfn. 
(1) 
Consequently, a modified transfer equa~ien aaaecl on 
the complete equation developed at NPIRie The equation is 
valid for cqntinuous solid prints in the region corresponding . · .. 
'• ~ 
to the &~J..inear~~ portion of' the x·..,.y plot. .'!he .. terms. J.n·.the new . _. 4 ••• 
) 
.... . ... .:: ~ ~ •• • .... ,t, •• i, ~. : ., ... - • ~ .... eXpress:l. on..- _ .• _ ... ,..,....... b·-~ ......... .__ ..... .. 
! ,·· 
"I • .,, 
~-•••-••a••.-
·-x 
, b Z: • f + b (l - t) 1 - e . 
X . 
. .,(J) .. 
X 
· . have ,.the .. same significance as before. The· .derivation of the 
equation and the ·method of application are outlimd in iAppendix 
.. 
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1'hich are designated by- the suscript •con•ct• or c. 
. - ... - . - - . - ---..---.... 
The sum of. the algebraic deviations of the experi-
·men-tal points from the transfer cur0ve calcula_ted on the b~is 
.. ,,'· of the •correct• parameters is denoted bf 
., 
The improvement in the f1 t of· the transfer cu1'Ve 
affected by the use of the modified equation is sho1m in 
'figure 6. Figure 7 illustrates a. comparison 'bett·1een the •visual• 
line in a x·~y plot and the straight. line calculated from the 
parameters bo and fc ~or the saine sys.tam. 




As mentioned be.fore, the computation of ·the k parameter 
1~ very laborio~ on a desk calculator. Since· the mathemat-
ical operations appeared eminently suited to established compu- , 
tor routines 3 a progra.vn 11as 1·1ri tten for use on the Lehigh 
Uni,1ersi ty LPG k, 30 Digital Comput.or (see AP1)8ndix C). Both 
"YJ_sa.~l tJ and 0 cnrreot0 values e£ _•bn and "f" f'orned the input 
da.tao This p:roc:ed.ure pz-od.uoed a series of "kv" and •1cc• ~ 
parameters and the resulting transfer curves for comparison. 
A computor program was also. attempted for the calcu-
.,.__ 
... 
-., •~ ':" CA, • - . ~ ' , • -.. • w • , • • t • •. ""! 0 , .t 4': • • t, 1,. a • & lation· ~£ "b0 " &-id "f'c!!s which 1~ equally la.boriouao '£his 
program was net eemP.leted since IP.a.jor difficulties were e·n-
, "? p! 
countered: in dev-:i..s-ing· a ·suitable_ iterative prooe4ure. . ;,, 
. ··"' 
6. Area& and Ma xima of Trau,s fer Curves 
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shape micf' the area unde·r the transfer· curves depend on the three 
. transfer param.eters~ In the co'1,rse of this study_ a_ large va.riety 
( 
or shapes t>Jas oblServed in the t,ransfer curveso Considering the 
r- ...... -------~----- ------ -- ·.--
t1me ·invoiyad in calculating the bes fc and,k0 comtants ior a·· -
- . . . Q .... • 
" 
newsprint-newsink system, -it wasJ'"decided to characterize the 
- .. ;. 
curves by integrati'on. · ~ 
· Analytical integration of the, transfer equation is prel,;J 
.) 
eluded since 1 t requires previous lmawledge of the parameter 
valuese Therefore, graphical integration t1ith a plMimeter 
was adoptep.o·. The limits were chosen so as to include all the 
transfer curves in the comparison. The actual limiting lines 
we:rea. 
·, x • 4.00 microns 
x ~- 22.00 microns 
z u o.,o microns 
1 X 
}' . 
In other words!) . the integral JX. aa _4 1 dx 
X m 22 
. ·, 
· d~ to 1;he ;o,c transfer line was evaluated for eaoh transfe~ 
\, 
.... ~ .. I 
~-•..... , .......... ""· cl,Arve. 
The maxima of ·the transfer curves were· recorded in tenns1. 
· o:t the •x• and . 1'' coordi~ates of those points 11 eg. (7.8•781) • 
In t.lrl.s· exwupls, the maximu.-n occ11red a~ 7c9-~-mif'erone of ink on 
the plate of whf-oh 78ol % was transferred to the newsprint. 
The rep_roducibili t:v o~ . t..11.e area measuramsnts. was l'li thin 
- ~:i::, 
The p~cisio~~-0t-the dete:nnination of the curve peaks or 
. -
· maxima could not be evaluated since they depend on the number of 
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Both the above .determinations ·were made on the transfer 7.~ ••. ,.,. ........ ,...,., ••.•. , • 
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tio11al cases a:r-e noted ir.1 the pertinent tables• 
II. -Refiectance Dat~ 
.·'J . 
r11e readings of relati ~- refieotanoe were p;Lotted ~ainst __ 
the correapo:nd:tng "x" ·values f 01• al.l th_e sys teJnS inves tiga tedo _ Two 
representative types of these ourves are shown in Figure· 8 and 9o 
Since the maj crl ·cy of trie mini1n~ values of_ eolt~ were 
about .3 microna.9 ar,d ext:ra1,o:tation belat1' _that point lYas desirable, 
attempts r made at l.inea;r.i:;,ing the curves. The fi:rat of those 
is illustrated in Figure l.O i.n wh:l.oh the :relative reflectance 11 
plotted against the reciprocal of "x11 o Tne slight curvature of the. · 
plot is typi-cal of all the newsprin'tPnewsink sys tema ~ned. In 
the next step, the relationship 
:i.og R rn constant ! (4) 
~-
X 
was tested. Example a of the resulting curves _ are depio~d ~n F:lguze .- --
11, which are approximately linear. - However, for a significant 
• • • 
• < • ' - • - ' ' • -~ 
preportion of the systsms· this relationship had a alight curvature. 
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. DISCUSSIOI i. . . : • ... ~r'."""" ............. -· 
... ! ... 
The object of the present work was to eharacter.l.ze 
.. typto·ai newsinkc..newsprint sjs:tems in. terms of the three parameters of 
\ • - c·_ 
- I 
. I --
- the NPIBI transfer er1ua.tiono The study inc_l.uded the investiga.tton of tr1e:.· 
ij l,',·t)' 
e.ffact of the rheological properties of the ink on t:ransfer-o Variations 
. c.ue to inhomogenieties in. tt1e rJ.et...rsprint.:) and the newsink, possibly P were 
6:lso analyzedo The press ccndi tio::;s were \kept constant in this series 
c•f tr~,.sfer experimenta3 so t:nat, the influence of varJing printing press-
ure and speed., bey·or1d tne experimenta:t error, was eliminated. 
At t,he outset of this study· it b~ca.'ll.e a.ppa.rent that the 
transfer paramete:t>S.? particular·l.y "h".~ ·were r;urlSiderably greater than 
- Em9' of the parameters enf:ountered hither.too (6 9 19) Undoubtedly, the 
difference t-Jas caused by the high porosity and· absorbency of the news-
. --
print and tl1e rel.a ti ve .fi.uidi ty of typic~ nevsinks o In the previous 
studies mostly coated and fina printing papers had been used in conjunf;.~ 
~ l 
-- tion · wi.th typical letterpress inks whose visoosi ty is save~ orders of 
magnitude greater than that of newsink·o Also these papers 11e:re much 




·the p1~se1it, wo.1'k'-011l,0 tht=-wire side of tt1tr'inofit ·abaoroent nawspri.nt-
sampleo Tnis curve may be compared With the curve in Figure 2 whose 
shape!) but not the maximum; reaew.blea tr!U".s!er curves originally obtained 
'--• 'I.'-+· -1,- I ~ ) 
~J J:!:'..:O~V \U 
--- ------ --~--·-- ---.......--··--JI 
. ~ . 
The modified transfer equation (Appendix B) allows for 
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~·}- ·· . 
the unusua'l characteristics of news~rint-n~.ink systems and\ used . 
througl1out this work except for · the trans fer of the ANPA ink to the wire ~~ · ,: 
'• side ci" · roll B. , Hawever, the "v:fsual11 . parameters were also calculated 
for comparison and. the· values are. presented in, the coru1J.reher1si ve · Table. IV.· i'"; 
• 
-
'Ittl~ regression parameters are excluded because· mos~ of them differ little 
::rom the •v.isual_. values. 
First~ considering the 11v.l.su~l• parameters ... it is seen 
that for. all the three rolls of newsprint printed with ANPA ink, the ) 
' 
values of Hf',vW exceed Oo5;) with only one exception. Both- experimental 
work (6) and theoretical considerations (20) indicate that the value of 
. 
"fn should not appreciably exceed o.5. It is further noted that for the 
same ink., the split of the ink (fv) to the wire side of roll B is con-
sistently extremely high. By virtue of .th.is fact 9 t'he Boo o .W samples 
Jdiffer significantly from all the other sites printed with t,he ANPA ink., 
Otherwise, there· is little difference in the variation. of 8 fv" from roll 
to roll for the s~e ink. However,. the values wi~in rol._l C show the 
" 
. ' . 
I 
. narro-v1es t ~ range o Printing either roll B or C w1 th ~ore vis~ous inks ,._po' . . 
-· '::.... . ~ _ ·c .,: .... -,•-.i,·.~-,..~-~----.,..;,;,..-·~·~-.·-;""•''!c.-,._-:•7'·~··.,.•~-,,-;,.,..·.;-+·:s-•.'( • 0 ' : , • ••••• :.·· ·.••• •• --- •,• • • ,'I • •I".::. " '-. 
·.·' - '"r·
0;1; • 
' ·' •• '. .J -· ,, • 
~,--ei---,--~--~"-C,;--·-~:j:,-·'··--~-~ "t·.~-·-·_,.;_·~··-··--,~ .. --lfl: .... " .. ', :~--·--···~- _, ___ .• · .................. - -








. Tre~t.rnent of "t.tlie exporiments1 t:t:..9.11sfer data .. w-f ti1· the new 
·- -~ ,,,. .. e- .... - • .. - • -- .. ... - ... .. .... - ~ ""' ~ .... • -r ... t • • ,. 
-
equation ~~variably produced the foll01A1ing ch~'1g$S. rd th NBpeot to the . ,,. 
"visual" paramete:rsg -"b" increased9 cirta and tik&a decreaseci. Reference to c . . 
' , 
' 
. Table IV sho1·1s th~t all except three ·value_s of 0 rvn are ·1ess than 0.5. 
The only clear treI:».d is the decrease of • fv • w-1 th increasing ink vi.scos-
i ty. The values of "b0 8 appear to be more indicative of the side of the _,,..,; 
-t't.-.. .... 
. ~ 't' ,,, . 
, '----~~~·_.,_:...:_.. ·, - - ~ 
.. '\ 
' •., o•<,<,\".'l .... ~!'Jfl"'''"Hi"t,-,,.,-,.,,, .. · ·. 
. , .~---~-...~ -~·,•,.~·.,, - -~-~l'1•u'iii!'i.··:.,,:=..1·,,,,- · 
······"·········· 
. . 
···.-- -- . -- -,----···-·----· .. - . 
-··--.l'·'"""'":''_&"''."• ........ , , . . .., . p-: 
C 
~-· 
newsprint than 0~ the rollo 
- . ~ 
It is surprlsir.1g __ that in a~-rew -cases the 
value of "be• i.s greater on the £el t f?tde than on the wire stde of, the . 
t>ame n.f!l1Sprint sample pr.int.ea vrltr1 the same inko 
. 
Fo~ a gi ire:n. inlr the smoo'th11ess ~rameter •k• differen'° 
, . . . 
~ 
tiates t,he rolls more c~lea1?~ly thail t~e other trans.t;er oonstantso The 
-~;alue of •kn generally increases with increasing smoothness_ and this is 
c\lnf:tr.tned in compad,ng roll C with tne other two newsprintso Also9 it 
~ 
will be noted that •k1 in. most cases increases somewhat w1 th the more 
. T .-_ . 
. ,l\_ /·1 ~ 
C 
L.. •·• 
viscous inkso This is true both f'or •kc" and •ky"o The difi'erence 
between the values of •k• on the two sides of the newsprint is clearly 
f.;.' 
---.;, 
shown by roll~. ' ' 
The relationship between the th~e parameters are not well 
Irr confinnation of previous ink transfer work nrn generally dee.) 
--
creases with~ increasing 0b• but the exact relationship is not readily 
recognizable. 
•. 
Although the modified transfer equation was generally 
-, 
()bayed by the newsprlnt,<.;,nelrsink syst.ems ther-e 't~1ere some exceptions 9 
., .f' . - , 
·.. -..... 
\ 
,,,-,.~--.-----,-.. ,.-~-·-····"~-~-----~-~.:-·-·,'£'---·:-·, ~. - ·· partic't&larl.y-: shot-irf-·oy·-·t;h$ ,tefy absorbent ·tn;re ·side*·- Of :roll -Bo., .,Table· IV -· ·\· ··· .. 
. 'l! ' • ;' • . 
sho't-is the absence of 60c1D parameters for the sites BBiv3 BBfil-9 and BABW 
' ' . \ ~ \ 
printed 'With ANPA inko Tt1es~ systems did not yield line·ar relationships 
.. ~- ... ' .. ,-- . . . c:.:>"4 . ~ ~ .,,- .~ ... ~ - .. - . ~ 
- ·- .. ·····-_·~-·-~· O·#~-~-·-··or·:.~t···vs~·-·1··.;·e···ti·· ..... -.(se·f;-·Ap:p8ndi·x-·B). :indicating· that .yet-another 





equation was ·,requiredo Consequently, the· •c• parameters could not be , 
' ' .. ,__ ..• 
cal.cu]S:ted fdr those sY8.temso ·" 
"": ,l . The parameter 11k• as quoted in Table :v, is the average 
-----of several "individual" "k" values calculated for each set of transfer 
. 
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.aan be- seen .-in T-able 10 in Appendix· Co . This. m.~- partly explain wny~, !l.'n· .. _ ,.,, -··· '" .• ·. ·-· 
, I . ., , 
-
. & f'ew_. C~8eS:, ,. the transfer CttrVeS Ca1 ~U-le;ted ·f:t")OM. th8. U.cto-r·pa:ram&tel'S 
shaw appreciable/ deviations f:rom the experi~ental points.· However, the 
. .;, 
de,1.a"ciona ire:ra invai'"1.ab;~· the largest along ·the steep portion of the 
curve ( in the region of low •x• values) where the amount of ink trans-
fened is ver, sensitive to sml;lll changes in •x11 • 
'!he area of the tr~s fer curve depends on •11 three 
-~,. -
,. transfer parameters. Hawever.o the individual p~ramete:rs influence oer-
I : 
•'.i :. 
ta:tn regions of the curve more than the oth'3l;9 (6)0 Thu.a:, ,the steep ·· 
portion ·of ·the curve.? at ·tl1e l"'West values or •x•, is governed prin-
cipally by ths value of 1Dk11 a The peak and the adjacent portion in the 
direction or increasing "x" depend mainly· on 11b". ibis point is made 
clear in Table V • The tail of the transfer curve is influenced large~ 
17 by the value4 o! ,•r•. Indeed9 the limiting value of ''i'a ie Of<'.' 
The limits imposed in the integration of the transfer 
curve areas reduced the influence of iji1ct, vYhich would· have been small 
.,van if the sntirl9 curves had been integrated. _ Hence., the areas must 
1llustrat~d 1n Figures 14 and 1S. In these figuras 9 ll is plotted _· 
versus the products. bcfc and ~cf0 k0 for newsp-rlnt srunpl®a prlnted with 
. the three different inkso The :relationships ara all similiar tdth onlf-----.-, 
one exception (BABF in Figure 15) o It is difficult to reach a conolu~ 
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Area of Transfer Curve 9 
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to paper but reference to Table IV shows good consisten01 ot··-the values 
.~ 
. and· definite tr~~nd.s with the viscosity of the ink, type or atock and side 
~--
of stet1ko ~FurtheJ;· work on thi_s treatment· would ·have - to include wider . ~ 
. . . 
_ 11mit.a of .integration and more inks. 
·" 
··--:·:.j 
• 1 .; . 
.. 
TABIE VI 
Lcrdr Practical wtim! ts (.LPL) 1n Microns 
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As mentione.d-. be~~, the ·iacJG .... of preuieicn 1n the deter-
-
. 
~~-·'<~ .. .. .:,,. ~,.~ ... ~---,··~ - ... 
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trends are "datactable and some of the values are presented ,_.in ·Table Ve 
l'he consistency i1i thin the set roll Ccz,ANPA ink is apparent_ as is the , ' 
increase of the LPL w:L th the i~ vi~cosi ty tor the wire aide of roll B. / 
. ~ ~ 
.,.. 
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. A few duplicate expe~nts were pe.;rformed to o~tain a 
mauure ot tlii repi'odu.~ibility of the transfer 1'9&ulti'lCons:1deri.ng 
" - the ae~atem.e -ABBF~·~ll~JJPA inkn -AA-'!W~~ANP.A ·1-Rk and QBW~ink- 1'=1.a- la fable- -v·.-- --rJ f +'~ ~-'--' ,~ I 
-,1 
_ i·t is . concluded that the reprodioibili tjr was acoep~ble. 
. . . 
• 
, ' 
~!9- influence of the r~1eologioal propertie1 ot the 1nkl ~,., 
"'1 Previous studj.es condu~ted by othet~ i,-10:rlt(~z ( 7 9:,,2) have shown linear 
visoosi·ty!) u.9 anc;l ink .. ,i~hortnees S0/u. Figures 16 and 17 1ba11 typ1oal 
curves of thia ktnd obtained in the present work._ Both 1 fv11 and 1fc• 
values are used £or comparison. The curvea are not_ linear but a wider 
.. 
. 
·, ~ range on 1nk viscoeitieeS may ch&nge ·this. relationshipo 
It has beer1 menti.oned be.fore that an empirica.1 equation. 
'• ' 
' 
relative :ra£lectsnc~! of the print:~ and_ 80i,t3o Using this equation the 
data tf®r® elttrapolated to x c:1 2 microns. This procedure yielded 
· 1.nf~mation on the appearance of the prints at illlc film th1clme1111 
. .-, -
·. : . -,._ ---· 
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·1owt1r th~ those attained experimentalJ.r. Also, 1 t mads it possible to 
' 
compare the e_xtrapolation values with tba ~~fl©~QJ1.® t.gat v~,lu@g .. supplied 
... ---... 
--t-:'" - .... ·• - · ~ with the.. newsprint aem~==•. T&bla'r··i:.ZishJJ1~1a · thi/~· ·~tr,,ii~ is 11.g eg~~;n~nt ~-- ·, · ........ •. • .. - ~ 4 .., fa .... .llr 9' :9 f ... - • ~ II ,,,, .,.. .. II' ,,, • ... )II' • .. :• .. -, "" "' '" • .... .. • ~ ;, -~ o;a, •' "' ~ ,. • • • • .. " A • • '" • 
.. 
" .-:·· · · _ .. o!i the la~tsr _poin""t (aea Tab;Ls !) o. H~1ever, it ia inte"tting t.o not. ~ 
the consistency-of the values for roll c. 
1,. • . ~,- ·- --- . 
~-· " 
• Ci · •. 
..... .,.,.,. ..... ., ... _., _., .. , .. , 
· The question of print quality wu not diNotly conaidei,1d. 
,· 
in the pre"ent work. Many aapeota of· print q1iali ty, hovewr, are cloa,q 
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"-lllr& 16 - Influence of Ink Shortness on •.P Transfer Parameters 
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Figure 17 - Influence of Plastic Viscosity on •t• ~fer Par,amete~ 
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highest quality because it _shot·1eds · 
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The lm·1est t:~~ansfe~ curve maxima· in tanna of 




Tne highest print blackness for a given value 
1" e:, iiR,r Cl r,;;, ,J..,, 0 
The leas·t variation, in either transfer. parameter& 
or Ieflectance reading~fo · 
TABLE VII 
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67.4 
11.s 
•' -·~ . ' •.-., ':°'1""""," . ''~\. ' 
S9.6 \, . 
- · 62.8·~-h ............. .' ... .. 




Iotas a 1,, giVRo 2~ l, the Lreiaiive re_H.ectarice obtiined at 
· x· = 2 uJ..uj;OflS by ext:rapul&tio11. 
2o ANPA ink used unless· otherwise specified. 
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The systems studied in this· work. differ considerably from the 
., .-- - ·- -
A • . ,(_ - { . 
-
. 
-- --- - ---~~~~-~-ink pa,p~-.F combi . .r1atior1B used in p1~e·rl_ous t:ra._r1sfe:r i.nvestigationso 
. . \,,;, •. -
,:,, 
equation to a'-~comodate n.ei-1sprtnt .. ,nevJsi11k systems. ,z~. 1.he new equation,< 
is obeyed in 'the l~iaj ori ty· of i~-9.f!:e~o 
--- r-
2. Newsprint has a. gr.eater effect on the transfer parameters th~ 
newsirlko .. 
.. . 
The ilihomogenei ty of ,~ewsprlnt obt1e;tu1es some systematic tri,n_ ds in 
the transfer. parameters. 
·~ 




" $., The relatiw reflectance measurements of the prints give an indica-
• 
;-: . .:·:...< .- . • . . ' . • .... . ~- • ~. - '_ .. : - • ' • • . ' 
(_ .. ti Qil O :f th~ p~,pe_r ~otnneu ~ . \Ull f omi t7 • .. , - -- - - ---- - ---.. · ~-c--:-~,;.c--=-:--:-::~:..:..., .. ..,.,..· 
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,_ 
apparently J.:L."lear portion O.f t.he plci of tlxtJ ,1s 0 ~·rn 't&18r9 Subjected to a 
,,...,.. ·J 
conventional. linear· reg:re~sion a:n:.1.~Lp;:is, thus yielding the slope and inte.r-




iy comparison with the lit1ear transfer eqW:ltion, it is ertdant that "rn•'. 
corresponda to the U_fit par-:amete:r a:t1d ioi9 to the term b( 1 f.Q f) • 
,. 
Beleliif are f:iumraarl.zed the ·equa t~ons required to obtain ·~ 
1t. ' 
•regression" values of the nf)1:~im and 19f' transfer parameters. In the 
. t ~ I,;. 
fomu.las quoted the te:rmc, •m-• and ·~• represent the slope and intercept., 
~-~-··,---~-~ ... '.",,-.,.. ,,-.... ~-,-.. -~--~ - - - .. ~(.. .. ---- .-- _.,.,. ... -------- --~-... --~-··· . 
respective,ly~ of the line c:f best .t'lt ·through the experimental points (x,y). 
'!he slope a m ci [xy - -¥ · · · '· ·· 
....--. -, . ' 
, ~ x7l. ·.~ (2 x)°2 ~ T 
where N is the population. 
... - .. ...... - ..... 
' 
-'!lie intercepts C 41D.· M-ixv --~~81 ·2v Ex2 
B,. ~ (f:Jv)2-- .. ·Ntx2. 
......... 
-- . ' . ' -· ... -- -.. '"'---···· ... 
. - • .. - ·-··· -·-- ..:. - ·•.-·-· ••· ••• .• ··.· ·-.·- .. ..ffi.c.--.··----·· - . ·----······· •..•.. -- . - --··· ----·~- .... - -- .. -""':r 
where x • mean value of XJ similiarl:y for ",•. 
I•-•• - ... 
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- ~r-\:. , . • ... .. 
-~--,·---~ ------ .. ,-... -· 
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The product moment correlation· coatticient, •r11, which, 
.,;> 
1n the. simple cases considered here, is inversely proportional to the 
amowit of scatter in the plot, 4:s defined as 
r• 
" ~ ',{x r.2.x) (y_ ~ y) NL. 
• N~xy ~ fx l_y 
. ....:.; . .. ~- \-
[LB!x2 ~ (~ x)~ [N! ;y2 ... er Y>2JJ 




'!ha two torms of the equation defining. •r• can be shown· to·'ba idantiaal. 





In order to obtain the s~dard deviation of the sloJ*, t, when applied 
- 1._ .. 
to the algebraic eguation9 a quantity 11s 19 is used i'1hich is de~J'lftd ~a _ _ _ "~ --·-
. -·,----~a·,::~~-=~=····~--~-===··--·----· -, i-~ r - - ry2 : ,~ Y> 2 · .,. ····· {;;. ·· ·~· Ai ~ iv -·- 2 · ·· ····· · · 
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- The~rm "a• 1a'1l.80""11Nn 1n t.he oilou1at1oi( o't the - f ; 
. ' 1 
! 
' 
... ..· . ·. . .. .... ., 
"' _ · .. _ _ , ··~-- ~ ~ · -·•tanctal'd denatim1 ·ot, the 1n~ra~pt-:vh1oh-ia deti~,rbe1a.i, 
. . / .._ 
tit- ... • ~ • • ., 
' ~ . 
-.., 
•c • a2 ~~ ~ x2 
N~_x2 .. 
',•', '• ........ ,,' ,, 






·, ·, ···, ;,;. 
• Jo -
,J -.~ 
parameter "b• can be established ( within one 11pa) I 
-/ ~-
, ... .:-
C + Sc 
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(t + 6 t) 
where t • m 
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· _In th~ c9).culation Qf th~ pa-ram.e~e~r "k19 ... tl).e full trans·:3 " ~ 
... 
fer equation is 
y r:: ( l 4:a e<.Jkx ) 
used i"e o 8 
. ' 
-
< 1 ~·~·e=~;.xf-ff. ,>·-. + t [x = b (1 ·~ e"'xb i] · (1) 
.',. !) 
When the exponeiitiona1 tenna be:.~ome negligibly· sma:11 (at higl"1 values of 
"x" ) 9 this complex equation reduces to tne familiar sUlJ)lii'ied versionj 
y w b + f (x ~ b) 
'lhs use of equation· (2) ~.s in Figure 16· can be justified only if the two 
..... 
terms e .... 1oc and e"Jx/b vanish ~·rfi·r the linear portion of the y VSv x pl,)t 
which is· used tc derive the pa.r-ame+..ers 1tbtt and "f" 0 Examination of the 
£oilowi.ng typical table st1ows that the assumption is true only in the 







~1 9 ,(;_ 0 
l5o0 
l6o0 





















o.oss <\' ;.· ., 
0.001 0.046 ; 
---
...... 
...... ..,. __ ~ .... . ~--.·'-- ...,_~ -- . -..... . ,. _ .. 
_ 19.2· 
- .... ,._ ... ~2208 






-~ ·'1 ,_ 
It is difficult to decide upon a negligible value of 
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of ay•, .the amount transferredo This value is not· appro~.ched closely 





1 - e"'X/b mus't ·be ~ta:i;eain the Simplified equation but the term 
-i .. e-~kx may be omittedo 
!fh& ~-full transfer equati.on (1) now reduces to 
y "' b (l -~ emx/b)' + f [x "' b (1 ... e-xlbIJ (3) 
Rearrangement gives 
. y UJ b (l Cl r) (1 ~ e-x/b) + r x 
. Di vi.ding through by x, we obtain 
l. . . " 




the terms land l ·~ e ... x/b may be treated as single wrlablea and 
~ X 
by plo.tting them against each othe:P as in F!gure 2B the values of ··"fll ---
"'""'" ( the intercept) c~ be calculated from the straight line and •b• (slope). ~ 
. 
In ·this equation lty" and •xn are experimental vUues •. 
'lhe range covered corresponds to the linear portion of, the original I 
x ~ y plot. It 'Will be not,ed that •b~ appears · twice in aqua tion (S). 
The 9bft in ,t~e exponent n1ay have ~1lY a.rbitraiw.f value ar.:.d ie referred to 
r ! 
J· 
- , - 8S """ n as~ wned Q1... ffb asd II lfll,.,.- . ~ti-a ..... JI':-,. R .. .a~~· · ~h-+-~~-·'!"aa:=t !'E'T::n~,. .. , -, ,l"i.- -r-~~- ,. . . . ' . . . . . :,,,,,_. .• • • • .,. ._.. • -.. • • •• • 111-.,,.,,. _.••~'fl,.,,,. • ,.or' .. 'I'"',..... 'II!• • . • • .t.15 .. u ~J. =' ~ ;£iit -- ~----~ c•-.-ll..i.V'G.i. J _ ... Ulfl ., . " .· ~ 
the plo~ of l versus 1. - ~ ... x/b • .· 
X X 
This is now designated "b oalc•. The corresponding 
value of •r• (intercept of the straight line• is •t calc'o By assuming 
.... 
a number of •b• values in a sex:ie~ of l. versus 1 ,a e=x/b plots, (F.l.guiee 
. X 2B a ~ d ) a nUDlber of •b calc• values are obtained. 
). 
I • 
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. ~ In order to obtain the final, eorreet value of ltb• 
· ·,. · .. (bttc:erreet•), •b uale1~ is plottea against fib asd• &$ in Figure )B-. '1h11 
/ 
should yiel.d a straight, line if Equation CS) is obejed. The p9i~t at 
~ 
. 
which this st:r.aight ·11ne intersects the 45° line in the graph_ gives the 
value of E. (correct) by· reference to eith~~ axis •. 
The oor?9sponding "f11 '\talue ( "F correc\f') is obtained by 
interpolation on a plot of 11b calon ·versus tOf calcRD which yields an 
inverse linear rela.tionshipo "f carr-®cttl occurs at the point where b calc 
m b correct· corresponding to Oo46l in F.1.gure 48. · 
- . "" 




calculated -~or the sample ABTF_ printed with the ANPA i~k. The y vs~ 
plot (F1gure lB) was included for reference since only the. points 1n the 
linear portion were used in the subsequent calculstionso . 
; The percent transfer curves d:rai1n in Figuze SB illustrate 
haw much better the experi111ental points are reprQduced from the correc;ted 
transfer parameters than from the r-sgreasion values. ihe 1mpro~.._nt is 
' -evidenced by the sni.aller sum of deviations. · ~ 
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Calculation 0£ b (correct) 
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Figure 2B a 
Step (a) ' 
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Figure 2B b 
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Calcula tiori of 'b ( 1~orreot) · 
Steps c at,,d d 
FigUN 2B 0-
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- jc.cmeutor ~ra for 0t401Da~ing_ ~· ,tor u~e · 01! LPG-JO 1>11~~ CTfutor 
' 
~ 
From the comple1te trans £er equation 
(2) 
it follows that 
k'* lln 
-s 
----·----· l t 
~·x ax. 
b (l ~ e c) + f (X • b(l - e 6'_] 
..... 
Hence) 1.r the 11b 11 ~d •t• parameters are known tor .a ae_t 
of •x• and tty• ·values 9 the program mainly consists in evaluating exponen-. 
tial functionso The actual list oi~ instructions is rel)roduced overleaf. 
_The c~mputor was instructed to calculate and print out the 
indiv.l,.dual 1k" value tor eaoh value of •x• so long as the condition 
was satis.fiedo In physical terms this meant that· the ~computor _calaulat.d 
<> 
individual 1 k11 values for px-ints in t-1r1tc:h no more than 99oS% of the total 




value· i:Jas ·exceeded, the computor ~a.sed to calculate further •k• values ~ 
_ and der.1. ved an ave rage "k8 or 11k avr, •. 
.,,, ... ',' 
...... __ .......... ~ .·· ........ _ - ___ .... ·~......... . _ .. ~-·. ·. 'llle ... e.onip\lt.or_ then. p_r.o_ce,,ded :to._ use .the ~- ayx-_.-:• . ..,., tba .. 4 -
11adulua ot ~stributi·on of the experimental trans·~er ,.points._' The recala 
' 
culalsd valueb of tz•. we19 printed ourt £014) each 0:1.cn value9 giving the 
X 
theoretical cu~eo A sample computo:r print-out, with the appropria-
notations, is shown in Table I c. .. t •• 
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